Parade Route: With police, fire and school bus escort, cars will depart at 7 pm from the Brookhaven side of the high school.

- Left onto Brookhaven Rd 1.0 mi
- Left onto Moore Rd .7 Mi
- Left onto Georgetown Road, past the fire house .33 Mi
- Right onto Meadows Lane .3 Mi
- Right onto Providence Road .8 Mi
- Left onto Chester Road (320) 2.3 Mi
- Right onto College Ave. .36 Mi
- Right onto Swarthmore Ave 1.4 Mi
- Left onto Melrose Avenue .1 Mi
- Left onto Sylvan Ave .4 Mi
- Left onto Morton Ave .2 Mi
- Right onto Swarthmore Avenue .3 Mi
- Left onto Yale Ave 1.0 Mi
- Yale to Rose Valley Road to Providence Road 1.1 Mi
- Right onto Providence Road 1.2 Mi
- Bear left onto Wallingford Ave (Past the Pantry One) .4 Mi
- Left onto Manchester; Manchester to Rose Valley, Both... 1.4 Mi
- Left onto Brookhaven Road .3 Mi
- Right into the Brookhaven Entrance at SHHS.

Community members who want to come out to celebrate the graduates at the car parade should adhere to CDC guidelines

Wear a Mask
Maintain Social Distancing

Graduates have been asked to be escorted by a driver so they may enjoy the parade without distraction. Drivers should keep their flashers on for the duration of the parade. Parade goers looking to get a glance at the graduates may get the best view by staying on the right side of the street. Streets will not be closed, so please maintain personal safety at all times.